
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
January 24, 2005  
 
American TCB, Inc. 
6731 Whittier Avenue 
Suite C110 
McLean, VA 22101 
cc: Kathy Grzovic, Rheintech 
 
Re: Audit of G8JHHI01 Equipment Authorization 
 
This letter and the attached drawings constitute our response to the FCC’s Audit of our Handheld 
Interrogator modular radio product, ID# G8JHHI01, in which we demonstrate our commitment to 
comply with the Commission’s rules.  We now submit our response via Rheintech and American 
TCB. 
 
On the 11th of January, 2006, Tim Harrington of the Commission’s Equipment Authorization 
Branch requested that AMCOAS demonstrate compliance with labeling requirements of 47 CFR 
2.925(d).  The correspondence Tim referenced concerned an equipment authorization grant label 
on the outside of the handheld computer (hereinafter: host device) that contains our modular 
radio card.  We put a grantee label on the modular radio card itself, and intended to put one on 
the outside of the host device, but the photos in our final test report do not show the label on the 
outside of the host device.   We regret the oversight. 
 
To rectify the situation, AMCOAS has modified our assembly drawings to show a grantee code 
label on the outside of the host device.  A grantee code label will be applied to the host device by 
AMCOAS at the time the modular radio device is installed in the host device.  We will send 
grantee labels with instructions to our customers for the 28 units we have in the field, and retrofit 
grantee labels on units that come to AMCOAS for repair. 
 
Attached to this letter is an AMCOAS released drawing showing the details of the label.  Also 
attached is another drawing showing the assembly of the modular radio into the host device, 
including placement of the grantee code label. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Steve Bragg 
Director of Engineering (Acting) 
FCC Point of Contact 
AMCO Automated Systems, LLC 

AMCO Automated Systems, LLC 
208 South Rogers Lane 
Raleigh, NC  27610 
(919) 250-5700 
Fax (919) 250-5439 
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